Abstract
Stimuli

121
Computer generated 3D models (using DAZ-3D) of 5 face identities were used 
Experimental design
128
One of the five face identities was designated as the target, and participants 129 were instructed to respond with the index finger of the right hand to the target 130 face and with the middle finger to the other distractor faces ( Figure 1A) X se,\i = (X se,1 , . . . , X se,i−1 , X se,i+1 , . . . , X se,m );
Principal component analysis (PCA) was applied to X se,\i , and X sp,\i :
Dimensionality reduction was implemented projecting X se,\i and X sp,\i on 207 lower dimensional subspaces spanned by the first k se and k sp principal compo-
208
nents respectively: region, whose weights define a multivariate pattern of response over voxels.
218
Considering as an example the seed region, the loadings of a dimension j are 219 encoded in the j-th column ofX se,\i , and represent the intensity with which 220 the multivariate pattern corresponding to dimension j is activated over time. The mapping from the dimensionality-reduced timecourses in the sphereX sp,\i 223 to the dimensionality-reduced timecourses in the seedX se,\i was modeled with 224 multiple linear regression:
the model parameters were estimated using ordinary least squares (OLS). 
Then, we calculated the predicted responses in the seed region in run i:
234X se,i = B \iXsp,i using the parameters B \i independently estimated with the other runs.
235
In keeping with the use of correlation in standard functional connectivity, we Regions explaining more than 5% of independent variance on average in FFA voxels, as measured by MVPC with 1, 2 and 3 principal components. B) Regions explaining more than 10% of independent variance on average in FFA voxels, as measured by MVPC with 1, 2 and 3 principal components. C) Regions explaining more than 5% of independent variance on average in FFA voxels, as measured by mean-based univariate connectivity. D) Regions explaining more than 10% of independent variance on average in FFA voxels, as measured by mean-based univariate connectivity. while categorization based on color could be more appropriate for other regions.
447
An additional approach has used distance correlation to capture multivariate and to use models that investigate the directionality of interactions using tem- 
